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Existuje významný rozdíl mezi tím, jak Federální agentura pro

mimořádné události (FEMA) reagovala na nedávné záplavy v

Kalifornii, a tím, jak zacházela s vysídlenými Floriďany po hurikánu

Ian loni v září, podle studie White Hat, která zaznamenává věčné

zločiny této agentury vůči americkým občanům. .
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Poté, co Ian, silný atlantický hurikán Cat 4, srovnal se zemí části

jihozápadní Floridy, vyvrátil životy a srovnal domy se zemí, FEMA se

vřítila do města a začala lovit postarší důchodce, kteří kvůli

monstrózní bouři přišli o všechno. Přítomnost FEMA se však ukázala

být stejně katastrofální: loupeživí agenti řádili Neapolí, kradli

hotovost, zlato a zbraně ze zatopených domů a vyhrožovali

zastřelením každého, kdo jim stál v cestě. Pouze zásah White Hat

omezil kriminalitu FEMA – členové služby pod velením generála

Davida H. Bergera odrazili FEMA a získali ukradený majetek.

Srovnatelná situace se odehrála v říjnu 2018, kdy hurikán Michael

dopadl na floridský Panhandle jako kolosální bouře Cat 5, nejsilnější

od Andrewa z roku 1992. Rozpoutalo to cestu zkázy na 200 mil, která

roztříštila domy, odloupala střechy a vyvolala děsivý příval mořské

vody, která ponořila celé čtvrti a poslala lodě plující ulicemi města.

Jak vítr ustupoval a záplavy ustupovaly, FEMA drancovala zbídačené

komunity Panhandle.

Porovnejte tyto příklady - a jsou to jen dva z mnoha - s tím, jak

FEMA reagovala na povodně v Kalifornii tento měsíc. Přívalové deště

zaplavily komunity, vytvořily propady, zaplavily domy a přispěly k

nejméně 18 úmrtím.

Poté, co biblický déšť zaplavil domy ve městě Gilroy v okrese Santa

Clara, začaly přijíždět desítky agentů FEMA v motorizovaných

plavidlech – ne jako protivníci, ale jako dobrodinci. Rozdávali jídlo a

vodu, doprovázeli evakuované osoby do úkrytu a dokonce pomáhali

obyvatelům pokládat pytle s pískem, aby zabránili pronikání

povodňových vod. Na rozdíl od výše zmíněných příkladů tito agenti

nenosili žádné zbraně a neměli zájem plenit domy nebo mučit oběti.

Přišli pomoci podle popisu práce, alespoň na papíře.

A v Chatsworth, městě severně od Los Angeles, FEMA pomohla při

záchraně 34 lidí, včetně 18 bezdomovců na ostrově v řece Ventura.

Mluvčí FEMA Kim Fuller v tiskové zprávě uvedl, že agentura se bude
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podílet na všech záchranách, včetně záchrany „neubytovaných“.

Slovo „ubytovaný“ je politicky korektním slovem levice pro

„bezdomovce“.

Měli bychom její prohlášení porovnat s tím, jak FEMA pohlížela na

bezdomovce během hurikánu Katrina. Odstřelovači FEMA sedící na

vrcholu Louisiana Superdome zastřelili bezdomovce, kteří buď

vstoupili, nebo se zoufale snažili uniknout ze stadionu. Ti, kterým se

podařilo uniknout střelbě, byli sebráni a nasazeni na čluny FEMA,

takže už je nikdy nikdo nespatřil.

Studie White Hat zkoumala 50 nasazení FEMA od roku 1986 do

současnosti a závěr je alarmující. V situacích, kdy FEMA navštívila

demokraty ovládané, levicově orientované státy, agentura rychle

poskytla skutečnou pomoc. A naopak, když agenti dorazili do

republikánských států – především těch, kteří se silně odvolávali na

 dodatek – běžně se účastnili kampaně zlomyslného teroru proti

obyvatelstvu.

Závěr dále dokládá zaujatost FEMA při zpracování pojistných

událostí povodní. V Kalifornii se razí schválení, ještě předtím, než

měli seřizovači šanci analyzovat nároky. Ani jeden kalifornský nárok

nebyl zamítnut nebo odložen k rozhodnutí. Na druhou stranu,

nároky podané na škody spojené s hurikánem Michael byly buď

stručně zamítnuty, nebo stále leží v limbu; stovkám majitelů domů

nebyl proplacen ani cent.

"FEMA musí být defundována a zrušena, a pokud můžeme pomoci,

aby se to stalo, uděláme to," řekl zdroj z kanceláře generála Erica M.

Smitha Real Raw News. "Je načase, aby jejich nezákonnost skončila."

(Návštíveno 47 920 krát, 5 399 návštěv dnes)
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I make over 13k a month w0rking part-time. I listened to different

humans telling me how a good deal of cash they may make online, so

I was determined to locate out. Well, it turned into all actual and it

absolutely modified my life. Everybody must try this job now by just

using this site.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 19 hours ago by Delavic

It’s time to find all the bad FEMA personal and take them to GITMO.

The evil is over the top and it seems like it’s basically everywhere. I

wonder if the white hats have all the evil peoples names so that they

can be arrested.

FEMA was founded by the National Homeland Security, controlled

by the Mossad; Israeli’s Kazarian Ashkenazi black hat gang and is

another layer of NHS and disband it all, and not authorized by the

US Constitution…..

Look up the Haavara Coin nazi. GOD says all of the tribe of Judah is

evil. JEREMIAH 8

 
IN Luke 19:27 He calls them his enemies and calls for everyone to kill

them. God does not want his children harassed by Lucifers children.

Why do you think they have been ran out of 109 countries. Could you

imagine getting divorced 109 times and being so delusional that you

believe that all 109 exes had been at fault? Why do you think some

snowbirds brought alligators back to New York to fill the sewers

with? Do you think it has anything to do with the 800,000 people

who come up missing every year? What about the Jewish Blood

Ritual sacrifices they perform 8 times a year? Did you know a couple

of years ago the FBI arrested 18 Rabbis operating a black market

organ harvesting in conjunction with Israel. Do you think it has

anything to do with the fact they believe all non jews (goyim) are

animals to be exploited for their benefit. That is why our nations

founding fathers forwarned us not to allow jews to move to America.

They called them parasites and vampires (adrenochrome) Because

they are fallen angel hybrids they suffer from degrees of porphyri

http://www.payathome7.com/
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were they cant produce enough heme to sustain their own life so they

must feed off the blood of others. This is why the Rockefellers started

the Red Cross to cut down on the witch hunts.

They sure do especially all you zionist trolls. Run out and see what

color of sticker you have on your mail box. The bible says the trap

they laid for others will become their own snare. Who built all the

FEMA death camps? Ill give you a hint his name is Schneerson, he

loved scheckels and pegging little boys under 9.

How do you know that??? Thank you for any information about This

you can give us on this…

Now does that sound very intelligent to say Earl? Apparently the FBI,

er Izrealie internet task force is an equal opportunity employer.

How is it that this guy can always get to the top of the page with this

spam?

Okay so when are the so called white hats going to do something

about the stolen elections? You think it takes this long to investigate

the obvious?

Until the white hats do their duty …which should have been done two

years ago, as far as I’m concerned they are traitors. There is no

excuse what so ever for them not upholding their oath to the

Constitution.

As long as they allow the laws to be broken and keep an illegitimate

congress continue to wreck the country, then they are part of the

problem.

I will keep asking this question until they admit they have no

intention of addressing the election fraud publicly or behind the

scene.

#VERY VERY shoon #2weeks # orange cheeto gonna save the day

very shoon # his vaccine was beautiful.
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trump had 4 years and did nothing but whine about the media and

pimp his death jab.

while he most certainly won the election and the military most

certainly should have stopped the treason the vax pimp isnt saving

anyone.

Mr. Trump was not a scientist, and depended upon the words of

those who, supposedly, had the best interests of the US population in

mind.

Unfortunately, these, in most case, inherited, “advisors”

misrepresented the vax to Mr. Trump and the US population, and got

all US Government agencies aligned with the program through

prevarication and coercion.

Mr. Trump was also undeniably, for 4 years, attacked unjustifiably by

a biased and agenda-driven press.

Ad homonym attacks mean little; facts matter.

Exactly, president Trump has been heavily criticized for his role in

rolling out the vaccines with Operation Warp Speed. But, none of

those criticizers were saying one bad word about Birx or Fauci, the

two deep state POSs, formally of this world, who were personally

advising him in the deployment of Warp Speed. Why? Because all his

criticizers were on the same side as Birx and Fauci…..The Dark

Side….The Evil Side……The Deep State/Cabal.

Are u comparing drump to the deep state satanists?

That very odd.

It’s obviously to everyone the folks you listed are deep state satanists

The odd thing is why you compare trump to them?

Hopefully you took his beautiful vaccine
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Yes I agree- Trump was incorrectly advised

on purpose, just like they fooled millions and want to keep it going

He stated in 2014 that vaccines were deadly and caused autism.

Was drump a scientist then?

It doesn’t take a scientist to know that the deep state murders us with

vaccines

Hopefully you and your entire bloodline took his beautiful vaccine.

Someone as dumb as you spent deserve to live.

While other forum residents seem to dislike your comment, I can see

the truth of what you have said.

It’s inarguable that Trump seemed to surround himself with snakes

and traitors – all people eager to undermine and destroy his sincere

attempts to improve the lot of the American people.

There is that old saying “Keep your friends close, and your enemies

closer” – but for better or worse, Trump seemed to take that

philosophy to an extreme (or had no real clue who his real enemies

were).

And there’s also that other fly in the ointment – Trump still appears

to be promoting the fake “vaccines”, those bioweapons that continue

to maim and kill millions in the USA and around the world. On that

subject, it appears that he refuses to back down or admit any error.

In any case, Trump is just one man – maybe he will enlighten us all

one day when he publishes his memoirs, but it’s ultimately the

American people who will be responsible for saving themselves (and

possibly the rest of the world along with them) from the Globalist

arseholes. Internationally speaking, it looks like the Russians are

doing much of the heavy lifting right about now.

Trump knew all vaccines were deadly in 2014.
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This is public record and not debatable.

The fact that vaccines were terrible in 2014 and great in 2020 shows

all anyone needs to know about the Zionist in chief drump.

You have zero idea where we’d be if he tried to arrest everyone, how

the media would spin it and how the population was still in a trance.

It’s people like you that should be sent to a parallel universe where

HRC won in 2016 so you can feel what could have happened…

Are you really pretending to be obtuse to the compounded interest

could be earned off of Ambassador Leo Wantas Reagan-Mitterand

protocal funds that Donald Rumsfeld announced the 32 Trillion

missing the day before 9:11. That was suppossed to be given to

Americans that day. Instead they faked a false flag against America

and the Zionist Jewish Mafia deep state stole it and have been

laundering since 2001.

 
The zionists are pretending that they are so concerned about our

brittle spirits while the compounded interest racks up.

 
Were they concerned about our brittle spirits when the zionist owned

and controlled media was plastering the pedophile priest scandal

across every channel 24/7 For months at a time?

 
But has anyone seen Ghislanes list of names? The difference is

Epsteins pedophile honey trap being baited with small goyim

children was an Israeli Mossad operation.

No one said anything about arresting folks.

 
How about simplifying telling the folks the vaccines would murder

them.

As far as me not knowing what would.happen if he tried to arrest the

satanists..

You don’t know either….

I’m glad you think millions / billions should die bc drump is scared

of the media’s reaction.
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Hopefully you and your entire bloodline took his vaccine.

The world needs less weak cowards like yourself

I don’t know how, but your concepts are completely reversed. The

biggest achievement of Trump admin is operation warp speed — they

prevented at a couple of million deaths, a big feat by itself!

There taking care of things worldwide this isn’t a Hollywood movie

that all Get’s done in a 3 hour show..

 
.do some research and find out what really been going on.

Last edited 5 hours ago by Dave Smith

Lmao . Q tards like your self have been saying for 2 years straight

that patriots are in control and ” we are indeed watchin a movie..

You have zero proof anything is happening expect what your fellow q

tard grifters speak about online…you know the ones calling this a

movie.

As far as research..

I knew more 20 years ago than you will know in 100 lifetimes .

One can only hope your entire bloodline tools drumps beautiful

vaccine.

You support the man you should support his beautiful vaccine…and

reap the rewards.

Jared received 2.5 Billion in an offshore account from Black Rock.

What do you think that was for?

Jared is a deep state satanist.

I’m sure it was to in some way help murder us

Agree but it is so evil and vile that it will crash of its own weight. The

sooner the better. We should never have gotten so far down this

despicable road as a culture as a people or as a society. Getting us
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back to where we were just in the late 50’s and early 60’s was a

strong society. The CIA and horrible forces took us down and tore up

our society and our culture. On purpose. To get us to this despicable

culture into which they have currently groomed us and boxed us in.

I was really disappointed that the Brunson vs. Adams case was

thrown out by the Supreme Court. It was an important case to

investigate election fraud in 2020.

You thought the satanists we’re gonna save us from the satanists?

You shouldn’t have taken drumps.death jab.

R u Chicago wise guy ???

Well, it is a sting operation. Sooner or later the actual perps do need

to feel the fatal sting or it’s all a bit futile.

 
The White hats can’t be putting so much into this for exercises in

futility. There are revelations that will reach the masses when the

Professional Liars known as the MSM media and it’s subsidiaries like

academia and various corporations, are taken down. Which only

means they will be show for the lying enemies of the people that they

are. So why should we pay for them to go on?

McCarthy’s only reason for being there is to keep his own dirty

laundry under wraps. The trucks with latex masks are arriving daily

and the script writers are working two shifts. But first, we wait to

catch Netflix with a ratings slump. Not so much the “people’s house”

as it is the “people’s outhouse.”

Sure, but the following conversation is also plausible:

“Come here, Kevin. I am going to give you a gavel. It is a beautiful

and tremendous gavel. No one has ever seen anything like this gavel.

But to get it, you have to be my servant, Kevin. My slave. Whatever I

tell you, you’ll do immediately without asking questions.You’ll be the
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most perfect and tremendous slave anyone has ever seen, Kevin, or

you’ll have to go to Guantanamo with Adam and Nancy. Guantanamo

is not a nice place. You wouldn’t like it.

So, what do you say, Kevin?”

I mean, I’m not saying this is what happened, but you also can’t say

it’s impossible that it did. Why would Trump back a crocodile like

KM? It’s the same as always: either DJT is a fraud and a sellout, or he

controls McCarthy. These are not exactly average times here…

That’s awesome, Haven’t heard that, but I suspected as much. Prolly

had his future Health Plans presented to him.

A few of the Congressmen had computerized arm bracelets on

including McCarthy and the one who stopped Roy Blunt.

My dots line up to show our hero president shelving McCarthy on a

refrigerated pull out tray in Gitmo. After the republic is restored we

will need to outlaw latex, photshop and CGI in order to have any

chance of believing anything ever again. wwg1wga

It’s too late for us already. Once you see just some of this, there’s no

unseeing it. The question is whether or not we can remove most of

the false normality of the last fifty years and replace it with

something better before we die. If we can’t, civilization is at an end.

Whatever descendants we may have will “live” in pods like the

Matrix.

It is my recent learning, that McCarthy is not the same as the

original. He is working with the White Hats either way. He is one

vote away from being replaced at any given moment, & is presently

the placeholder for DJT, as needed. I am very pleased with the

changes coming from within Congress, due to the Freedom Caucus,

& whatever thick dossiers are being held over the remainder. 200

bills are now up to vote, many dismantling Democrat craziness.

Remember, it is a movie now, to awaken the sleepers.
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so clones are terrible, unless the whit hats are using them?

thats kinda like vaccines are terrible, unless trump pimps them?

so the best way to wake the sleepers up is to compulsively lie to them

for 6 years then at the end turn it into a scripted ” movie “while we lie

to them further?

and the supposed truth tellers and Christians just lap it up as well.

I don’t know if it was SG Anon or another who mentioned McCarthy

has an ankle bracelet! Now that is incentive.

Whatever cross’s his desk, except for a few other things not

mentioned – like immunity for some certain NGO’s & Politicians

from prosecution.

NO IMMUNITY , NO IMMUNITY DEALS WILL BE RECOGNIZED,

DEEP STATE CRIMINALS , THOSE CONSPIRING AND

COMPLICIT WITH THE DEEP STATE ARE ENEMY COMBATANTS

AND WILL BE TREATED AS ENEMY COMBATANTS

There is, but I’m sure there’s going to also be a lot of gas passed

around until they think the coast is clear and that we’ll just forget

about it.

 
Its time to make sure our repub Politicians won’t be negotiating any

bad criminal behavior for future favors. Its time to kick them in the

ass!

What a cunning ploy: act as villains in some states and angels in

others, then when the offended states seek justice, and the benefitted

states come to their defense, you have a mess of confusion and,

possibly a civil war!

yeah bc thats how the satanic child pedos get their money…….. from

congress!

lmao.
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they control the worlds banking systems along with everything else.

He won’t, he’s a WEFer and a RINO ma…….another dud politician

raking in the bribes…..

McCarthy voted for:

 
– same sex marriage

 
– vax mandates for military

 
– 100B dollars for Ukraine

 
– to use Medicare to fund USPS

 
– drafting of women

 
– J6 committee

 
– DC as the 51st state

 
– amnesty for DACA

Can you still trust him??? Is McCarthy the right one??? He is stained

already.

They think you personally know what’s going on as opposed to

relying on your sources. Shaking my head <3

It may be judgmental on my part, but I find her pretty judgmental at

times, but I’d like to believe that most people here are patriots who

want our country back..

Most are patriots, Deep-State trolls are not. Some are patriots and/or

veterans, but their hatred for Orange Man Bad is so extreme, they are

blinded to the truth.

you really think they hate drump bc of his spray tan and not the fact

he helped potentially murder 2/3 of the population of the planet?

the fact that he compulsively lied about 9/11 for the last 6 years?

the fact that he never mentioned one word in 6 years about them

trying their best to murder us through chemtrails, vaccines, and our

food water and air being poisoned?

yeah im sure the are zero rational reasons for not like trump.
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a person who is anti vaccine, pro 9/11 truth and anti deep state

should most certainly love trump.

if not they certainly have tds.

President Trump has in the past relied of information from people he

trusted (Ivanka) You notice she is retired now and home with her

kids. I couldn’t stand her from the beginning and wanted her out.

Trump learns the hard way sometimes who he can and cannot trust.

She’s lucky to still have family. If her kids found out what she did

with the 100M, they would no longer respect her.

We learn the hard way…..not trump.

He’s still a billionaire.

We are the ones being exterminated like rats.

His fans here will learn the hard way…not trump.

Robin, are you off your meds again? It was not President Trump

lying about 9/11 that was Bush, Obama and Biden if anyone. Your

hatred for a man who only helped and promoted the USA is mind

boggling

So post the clip of trump telling the truth about 9/11.

Shouldnt be that hard since you just stated he’s told the truth about

it.

I eagerly await your post showing trump telling the world that the

CIA and mossad did 9/11.

Something tells me it’s not coming and you’re just another stupid

vaccine injured fool though

Ok. We have heard you. We have understood you. It does not need to

be repeated one thousand times. We get what you are saying. We

comprehend what you are saying,. We have listened to what you are
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saying. Now. Are you stuck on automatic pilot? Are you a skipping

record? Do you have anything at all to contribute but the same

comment a thousand times over? Your brain is stuck.

If it saves one person from taking his death jab totally worthit

As far as what I contribute…just the truth.

More than I’ve seen from these stories of fantasy without proof for

years

What is a redneck bar?

Do you hate white people?

Hopefully you’re fully vaxxed and boosted .

Hopefully you’re entire family is fully vaxxed and boosted.

Intelligent retort.

You shouldn’t have taken his death jab .

Looks like it’s killing you slowly

Dang, Folks, if we’d just stay on topic instead of nagging and

be!titling each other…

 
We have some brilliant minds here. Let’s use their thoughts and

ideas for cohesion and possible solutions!

Have you always been a cabrona or were you just born a cabrona hija

de tu chingada madre?

I’m assuming you can only speculate like the rest of us here until you

get specific updates regarding General Berger. The “BIG HOPE” he is

safe and will return.

Since General Berger had the skies all to himself the morning of his

disappearance, and since all that was airborne were transports and

refuelers (indicating fighters), my dots connect to show him off
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fighting somewhere. A four star does not fly out with a division,

unless he is also Trump’s envoy. For me, the roulette wheel stops at

Brazil. Both as objective and as dress rehearsal. wwg1wga

I’m sure you know how concerned we are and would tell us right

away if you had any more information on General Berger. All of our

prayers and hopes for his safety are with him and you Michael.

No doubt General Berger is safe and sound. If his whereabouts was

in question, his safety unknown, the information would never have

been given to Michael Baxter, kept top secret. The US Military does

not sabotage their own military operations. That is left for

treasonous, greedy politicians to do.

Maybe this is Milley making good on his threat. Past the deadline, bt

since when does punctuality matter to criminals.

Milley is a eunuch wearing a tutu and lipstick.

 
He can do nothing, is not in the chain-of-command, nor can Deep-

State SecDef Austin reporting to the Resident. Not a single ‘cabinet

member’ is legal.

You’re reminding me of Hermann Goering, who was caricatured

wearing lipstick and a Japanese kimono and carrying a parasol. Even

the Nazi High Command knew he was effeminate ways despite

married a married dad.

Yes, that similarity had me thinking for a long time that Milley was

an actor, secretly a white hat following a script. But in the past 6

months I decided I was mistaken.

There’s more: Likely, it was Hermann Goering who shot down

Quentin Roosevelt in 1918 and Quentin was the great nephew of the

British Crown agent Bulloch who was the spymaster controlling John

Wilkes Booth. Freaky, huh?
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Lots of history here for the digging. Fall 1864 $50,000 Bulloch

brought over from London to Montreal. Gave John Wilkes Booth

around $18K as I recall. Big spy ring centered around the boarding

house (landlady later hung). Before Teddy left for San Juan Hill, he

helped Uncle Bulloch write his memoirs. Historic photo of Teddy and

his younger brother, Elliott (FDR’s wife’s father) in a window

overlooking the Lincoln funeral procession as it passed the house on

Union Square in NYC. Teddy’s second wife was locked in a closet

because the boys felt she was crying too much. Teddy was 7 years old.

Bad manners putting him next to Lincoln on Mt. Rushmore. Both

families of the Roosevelts were deep Cabal. If interested in FDR’s

drug deals (meth) tune into Episode 23. I got the story from the guy

that brought it over in 13 German U-Boats. Lots of fake suicides,

mysterious deaths, shootings (three), on and on.

Wasn’t Milley part of the “Milley-Vanilly” pop star act act some time

ago, where they caught the two goon lip sinkers, lip sinking their

lyrics….and got thrown out of the music circuit…..then went back to

the “O.D. Circus”, because he could’nt make it on the

outside….typical army lifer…

Milley, Austin and the rest of the Cabal military must be arrested

before they can do more damage!

On a cruise to the Virgin Islands. I did just discover that the Neville

family, the wealthy democratic donar, hosted Fake Bribeden in the

Virgin Islands!! As much as I hate to admit it, the husband was in my

wedding… not Bribeden, but the donor! Sorry to lose a friend! Didn’t

know he was tied in to these crooks, but as I look back, it makes all

the sense in the world! He is part of the cabal! Geez!

I know it’s hard to think about anything else for two days, with that

gut wrenching disappearance.

This reminds me of that one episode of “The Unit” were Colonel Tom

Ryan goes “AWOL”…
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Amen! McCarthy the RINO needs to be kept on a strict leash and

watched carefully to ensure he doesn’t veer to the commiecrats.

I used to be a conservative in CA. That was almost 20 years ago. We

could see the approaching insanity and destruction to that beautiful

state even then! We got out when gang activity began ruining our

wonderful agri-community. We joined the ensuing exodus and never

looked back. Think anyone cared? Hell no!! They’ll just pick up all

the prime properties for pennies on the dollar when everyone is

gone.

The truth is we have more MAGA in Cali than there are Democrats in

Cali. But we did not get good at cheating & the Demz beat us with

fraud, voter suppression, ballot harvesting (which we are now

beating them at in many jurisdictions), breaking election finance

laws, plus using Antifa & BLM to create fear of attacking their

corruption, and all the other tricks you’ve seen – they were mostly

created in Southern & Central Cali where the CIA has it’s most

concentrated presence in the USA except perhaps for Langley & DC.

Actually, I live in California and most of us in the state vote

Conservative. It’s the installed goons who rigged out elections that

have destroyed the state. Just so you know…

I always knew not everybody in California were pathetic Communist

losers, but people are really hating on California despite its troubles

with the storms and the fires. It’s terrible.

Most people reading here at RRN for any reasonable amount of time

should have figured out or have know about the election rigging and

fraudulent scams that have been going on in California and else

where throughout the entire Nation. Those that post other wise are

very recent to the conversation or are tolls stirring shit.

I second that. I believe California has not had a legitimate election at

least 4 decades and was probably one of the first states to fully rig

elections for communist-democrat rule. Of course, the Hollyweird
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people have an overwhelming influence on the libtards here and

there are more every day coming out of the closet. It won’t be fixed

with dems controlling every aspect of daily life. I almost gained hope

when I read Newsom was arrested and executed. Another

disappointment realizing he’s still there doing the same crap.

The people I know there are big anti-Trumpers. I used to live there

and paid no attention to politics. Then my Facebook got filled with

posts from those people full of vitriol and hatred. I left it all behind.

Sorry you had to do that. Nobody should have to leave a state they

leave because of hate, that’s not normal. It’s your state, too.

I just posted something to that effect. The lefties perfected the

election steal in CA and are trying it on the rest of the nation.

we dont know how any states really votes. elections have been rigged

forever. sometimes it favors one team, bush v gore sometimes it

favors the other team biden over drump. the only people it never

favors is us pawns.

They didn’t use to, was a deep Red state. Probably would be more red

that people realize if they actually had fair/honest elections in that

state.

Perhaps we need an ordering process for all that needs to be done as

we reclaim governance. Circumcision. Then castration.

FEMA, FBI, IRS, CIA, the list goes on and on. They ALL need to be

re-organized or eliminated completely.

Include the Transportation Dept which was given as a payoff for

political favor to Buttigieg who is so unqualified that he can’t even fly

a plane or run a small town as mayor.

Butt – gig is the product of Notre Dame University and OXFORD AS

HE IS A CONVERT TO THE ANGLICAN CHURCH AND A RHODES

SCHOLAR LIKE SO MANY OTHER DEGENERATE ,DERANGED
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LOWLIFES. His Dad was a JESUIT PRIEST and professor at Notre

Dame University as well.

I say ELIMINATE them.

 
Their corruption is beyond belief. These agencies have turned out to

be nothing more than the tentacle-like branches of the Deep State.

JUST ELIMINATION, VANQUISH THEM,….ENTIRELY, THE

USDOJ , DEA ,ATF, STATE DEPARTMENT, SES, DHS , ETC. ETC..

THEN START UP ANEW.

There is ABSOLUTELY NO WAY THE US CONGRESS can be

TRUSTED with investigations and re-organization of the mentioned

agencies, they fucked up with over-site and everything else because

of jewfluence , zionist marxist communist inflitration , establishment

inbred infiltration much of this being through the use of the CIA ,

MOSSAD, MI-6, THE CFR , WEF , TAVISTOCK INSTITUTE , RAND

CORP, AND NUMEROUS SO- CALLED THINK TANKS ,

FOUNDATIONS , TRILATERAL COMMISSION, ETC. ETC. ,ALL OF

THESE ENTITIES HAVING THE GOAL OF THE NWO ,

TECHNOCRACY , TRANHUMSNISM. ALL OF THIS HEINOUS

SATANIST EVIL SHIT MUST BE ELIMINATED WHEN STARTING

ANEW.

The White Hats have no investigations of the 2020 presidential

election to report?

 
That should be their reason for being: they know by investigation

who won the election.

 
The winner (according to military investigation) is publicly and

officially installed in the White House?

 
The loser has to try again in the 2024 election?

The swamp cleaning is going well, according to reports here.

 
If there are political reasons why the last president cannot get his

justice, the White Hat military should register its input about the

2020 election.
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Then for justice sought, DJT will have affidavits, the work of Mike

Lindell, Sydney Powell, Giuliani, D’Souza, supposedly Arizona,

Texas, and other states, and the White Hat military investigation

findings.

We waited for the 1 year anniversary of Biden’s inauguration.

 
We waited for the midterm elections.

Well that year of waiting for justice was for the so called law of war

11.3. Where they gave the belligerent government time to come clean

Haha. I don’t know where that’s at this point 11.4 or 11.5 who knows.

I downloaded that manual the 2015 version 1204 pages they

probably revised it. I quit reading it just made my BP to high…

i hear its coming # very shoon # 2weeks. just keep trusting the plan.

iF they murder your family or lock you in a fema camp….. TRUST

THE PLAN HARDER.

I’m with General Smith on this one. They need to GO. It will be

interesting to see how they get taken down.

JUST KILL THE FUCKERS RIGHT WERE THEY STAND OR SIT .

THEY ARE ENEMY COMBATANTS , THEY CAN BE TAKEN OUT

IN THE FIELD OF BATTLE , NO NEED FOR TRIBUNALS,

FUCK’EM. LAWYERS AND JAG HAVE BEEN SLOW-PLAYNG THIS

SHIT, YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO FIGURE OUT WHY. ALL

LAWYERS AND ATTORNEYS ARE MEMBERS OF SECRET

SOCIETIES, THEY FEEL THEY ARE BEHOLDEN TO THEIR

RESPECTIVE SECRET SOCIETY AND THEIR SECRET SOCIETY

ALONE, THE SECRET SOCIETIES ARE BEHOLDEN TO satan.

FUCK satan.

This is why we by-pass the completely corrupt Judicial System

created for the dark hats, by the dark hats. This is why we move to

Military Tribunals. And yes, many, if not most, will be killled. It is

either us, or them, and it has to be them. They are abominations and

aberrations in the sight of the Creator. It may come to the point as
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you say, Dave, where we kill them on sight, but we are not quite there

yet. Satan will be taken care of, and you can be assured of that. The

Good Lord will see that this scenario is never repeated anywhere,

anytime. I just know that somehow. I believe we came here to this

Earth to fight these abominations so the template for evil, especially

of this magnitude, will NEVER, EVER be repeated anywhere in the

Universe or even the Super Universe.. Yeah. F–k Satan. Agreed.

How many of us have they killed and how many of them have we

killed?

Any proof the fight is actually going on?

It looks like they just potentially murdered about 5 billion of us.

How’s it looking on their end?

Do it to the illegals at the border as well. Post them along the border,

as the Romans used to do, to deter crossers.

Hoping the best for General Berger. Hoping he is needed in another

white hat location as things move rapidly forward.

Thank you Mr. Baxter for each and every update.

“FEMA must be defunded and abolished, and if we can help make

that happen, we will,”

 
100% agree. All the usual suspects meet a rope.

If FEMA is guilty of killing people, where is the accountability?

Where are the arrests that routinely follow crimes of murder? Why

weren’t the agents that did the shooting charged with murder and

arrested?

#arrests coming very soon.

 
#2 more weeks

 
# we should all just take drumps death jab and trust his plan.
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Universal Law: you get what you tolerate. That’s for certain with

FEMA. End these biased bounty hunters forever!!!

I believe Barry weaponized FEMA. He had camps built across the US,

and each one had a crematorium and guillotine. These people are the

real terrorists.

The white hats have to find and raid those facilities and report what

they find.

No…..they have to find and DESTROY everything and every

operative they find. The public will be stunned how close we all are to

total annihilation. Envision humans as cattle in lots waiting to be

slaughtered and there you have the reality of our situation.

Surprise, surprise, surprise.

 
Let the FEMA higher executives be delivered to JAG bases across the

Earth to determine their level of guilt. For now, lower level FEMA

persons are welcome to offer up any evidence they deem appropriate.

Their cooperation will be much appreciated, taken in consideration

in their own trials if necessary.

I nominate Deanne Criswell to the first in line for delivery to any JAG

base. Can Inget a witness? A simple amen will suffice. Jesus, we trust

in you. Blessings,

Wow, it is worse than I thought. I can’t get over how DeSantis

allowed FEMA into Florida and ignored the damage done to his

fellow Floridians.

Hello. You should read Florida State Senate Bill 2006. It’s posted on

the Florida dot gov website. Begin reading on page 42, line 1097.

Signed into law by Mr. DeSantis on 3 May 2021. It will help you

understand who Mr. DeSantis is working for.

I tried to tell people in the 80s what a pos FEMA was based on pos

corrupt cops in Bartlesville Oklahoma that were joining…
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FEMA should never have been created. States can deal with such

situations and funds going to FEMA can be awarded to those states

based on performance or simply given to the states to manage (with

over sight by the people).

When FEMA bought guns and set up FEMA camps that should have

been enough. They are militarized and that is illegal. I don’t care

what illegal law they passed.

Take them down or take them out. Only truly innocent employees of

the operation should be set free. Place them in their own FEMA

camps until it is sorted out.

As to the evil within FEMA; HANG THEM ALL.

Questions:: WHY is the IRS still standing if they are not part of the

US government?? WHY are they still collecting taxes??

While you are at it put a rope around the necks of the AMA, nothing

but crooks holding good doctors hostage to their whims.

FEMA does need to be defunded. They’re acting like a bunch of

lawless crooks, instead of helpers communities need in times of

disasters.

The entire government should be defunded. It is their criminal

behavior that trickles down to every other agency. Just think of the

message sent to them if everyone stopped paying taxes at the same

time.

that would mean the ” white hats ” actually killed deep staters.

yeah thats not gonna happen anytime soon.

right now the count is deep state has murdered 303099954439543

and the white hats have murdered 0.

but dont worry. patriots in total control.
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Don’t forget everybody. They discriminate with OUR money. All of

our money. I can’t wait until it’s exposed and disbanded like other

TLAs.

Wait, no muscular Marines or Special Forces conducting operations

in the dead of night? I feel cheated.

FYI: I am a Retired Marine. More stripes, rockers, ribbons and

medals than you can carry on your best day. Don’t try to tell me what

I know.

 
Share your military background with the rest of us.I am waiting with

bated breath.

Suggest White Hats Interview the FEMA office in Kalispell, Montana.

Only 90 days to tornado season. Senor Boots needs to report on how

far along our hero president is in getting rid of Cabal weather

weapons and chemtrails.

As for as I’m concerned this dystopian FEMA agency as other Crown

agencies need to be shut down and the criminals in them arrest and

gitmo’ed. They were Created from event’s

 
Methodoly planed and executed by the deep state. From the civil war

to present plandemic..

 
JFK put it best…

 
For we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless

conspiracy that relies primarily on Covert means for expanding its

sphere of influence–

Hello. He was going to expose the Freemasons. Some people say that

that speech sealed his fate.

I have mistrusted FEMA since the photos were made public. The

FEMA camps’ barbed wires were strung high above their fence-lines

facing inward, not to protect their visitors from outside marauders ,

but clearly designed to keep their prisoners inside. It was around that

time that the FEMA persons were seen collecting the homeless in

numbers totalling more than 1000, and none of whom, were ever
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seen again.My mistrust intensified greatly as the FEMA supply

orders were made public by whistleblowers showing legit receipts of

hundreds of gallons of cyanide gas & over 1,000 guillotines. Not long

after that the FEMA camps had ordered and were supplied with

thousands of assault rifles and hundreds of thousands of bullets. One

supply-truck carrying thousands of assault rifles was reported to

have been thwarted from delivery and the cache exposed to the

public. Then I found out that hundreds and hundreds of Fema camps

were built across the united states, and somehow were also allowed

to build at least 5 FEMA camps in Canada. By this time the alarm

bells were ringing loudly in the heads of anyone privy to this flawed

design. The hurricanes down south were destroying homes as we

watched from our igloos of Canada. What we saw was an extreme

delay of any help , and in many cases NO help from FEMA to

alleviate the distress or reduce fatalities from these Hurricanes. We

do now see the hurricanes themselves as highly suspect, and much

proof confirms these hurricanes were created or intensified by

wicked science which is the science we do not support. THEN we

learned from a former 20 year FEMA employee, Celeste Solum, that

FEMA was in cahoots with globalists, the WHO and the UN,

developing layer upon layer of planned population controls, also

including containment and extermination. With all of this

information leaking out it came as no surprise to hear of FEMA

workers more recently looting semi-destroyed homes of their

treasures and guns, even including airsoft rifles. It comes as no

surprise that the FEMA workers were no better than, and likely

worse than, the wild looters of the general population. FEMA is not

to be trusted, as found by the WHITEHATS of the military… the only

portion of the government we CAN trust (for the most part).

 
You can bet your boots that if I am caught in a flood of devastation, I

will not wish to be “”helped”” by the retards of FEMA. I will HIDE or

DIE before I will reach for a hand offering help.

DEFUNDING and RE-Employing these FEMA CAMPS are our best

hope. It is my personal hope that the FEMA CAMPS are going to be
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used to hold TRAITORS and PEDOPHILES in custody as they wait

for their military trials which should and may have begun already.

 
Thank you to everyone who exposes and resists the global agenda of

human extinction. There are clean and efficient, effective ways of

turning this entire problem around, all while turning tables on the

perps. Please keep fighting for the right to be alive. Love you all…

xoxoxo from Canada (but not Trudeau.)

I saw the same things I saw about the camps. It’s so sick they want to

kill us just for existing all to please their grand overlord Lucifer. They

need to be exterminated themselves.

Lord help us….we have so many rogue demonic agencies out there.

They will only help their fellow demons. FEMA has to go. The FBI,

CIA, IRS, CDC, etc. etc. all have to be defunded and dismantled.

There is definitely a difference in the treatment of demon states

versus conservative states. Is there anything or anyone good in our

demonic government? I didn’t think so. All these secrets are being

brought into the open on a daily basis by the White Hats. Prayers for

DJT, the White Hats and all Patriots who love America. We are still

praying that all is well with General Berger. The evil doppleganger

who calls himself Joe Biden needs a nice “restful” trip to GITMO!!

God is dealing with these treasonous enemies one at a time. They are

sneaky but not very smart.

This Michael cat is enjoying reading your comments, he has you

dooped. Laughing while he makes a deposit . Stop believing this bs.

Do some research and believe nothing.

Someone on this site with the pen name “question everything ” has

the right idea. Jesus help us. Blessings,

I say arrest the fema agents and send them on a one-way all expenses

paid flight to Gitmo to be HUNG by the neck for TREASON. !

Lock & Load, “”local police”” are the biggest threat during disaster.
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Danszinger Bridge proof enough.

Acquire a 45 70 cal rifle, head shot with that between eyeballs will do

the trick.

416 & 450 Rigby Rifle, also 460 Weatherby Mag., and 500 Jeffery

will pierce Class IV body armor no fuss – no muss.

Tally-ho.

Michael – Are you going to do a story about the FAA NOTAM

outage? And is there any updated info on General Berger?

Watch DAVOS, they’ll be talking about emptying our bank accounts

by saying;

 
What if there was a big Cyber hack and “Russia” empty’s our Bank

accounts and give us a meager monthly salary. lol

 
Time to take our money out of their banks asap before they steal it,

that and not pay any IRS Tax this year, or next. lol

 
I watched it all on AWK, pretty interesting.

 
This IS the last & final grasp they have left to do before they can issue

us all a meager little share of their crypto. putting us ALL into a 4th

world poverty and tax us all into slavery – again, only worse than you

can imagine.

 

 


